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IPNO Frees Six Men
In the last six months, IPNO has freed six men from prison and 
reunited them with their loved ones. Darvin Castro Santos, Jarvis 
Ballard, and Kaliegh Smith were convicted of crimes they did not 
do and were exonerated. Guy Frank, Emanuel Randall and Alonzo 
Allen received unjust, inhumane sentences for crimes where no 
person was harmed. Mr. Frank and Mr. Randall were resentenced 
to time they have already served and were immediately released; 
Mr. Allen was paroled by the Parole Board who was moved by his 
determination to continually battle his lifelong addiction and 
regain his life. 

Mr. Castro Santos and Mr. Ballard were convicted a decade apart 
in St. Bernard Parish. Both men were prosecuted by the same 
man—Glenn Diaz—who committed misconduct in both cases. 
They were exonerated on the same day, August 2, 2021, when the 
current district attorney agreed to vacate their convictions given 
new, compelling evidence of their innocence. They were the first 
two exonerations to ever occur in St. Bernard Parish and, as far as 
IPNO can tell, this is the first time that any innocence organization 
has exonerated two clients in different cases on the same day.

Mr. Castro Santos was convicted of being the leader of four men 
that attempted to rob a diner. He was convicted by a non-unan-
imous verdict based on unreliable eyewitness evidence at a 
trial that was riddled with anti-immigrant xenophobia led by 
the prosecutor. IPNO presented DNA evidence showing that Mr. 
Castro Santos was not the source of DNA found on items touched 
at the crime scene by the lead robber; presented phone records 
mapping how the lead robber and an accomplice travelled to the 
crime scene at a time when Mr. Castro Santos was clearly working 
in Houston; and presented witness accounts identifying the lead 
robber and corroborating that Mr. Castro Santos was in Houston 
throughout the weekend of the robbery. Mr. Castro Santos was 
wrongly imprisoned for nearly 12 years.
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mission & 2021 board of directors

Mission
IPNO frees innocent people sentenced to life in prison and those serving unjust sentences. We 
recognize the root causes of wrongful convictions and unjust sentences as systemic racism and 
inequities. We work to expose and address these root causes by sharing our clients’ stories in court, 
the legislature, the community and the media. We support our clients living well and fully in the world 
after their release.

As of October 25, 2021, IPNO has freed or exonerated 39 innocent people and freed 8 unjustly sentenced people.

2021 Board of Directors
Frank X. Neuner, Jr. (Chair) 
Managing Partner 
NeunerPate 
Lafayette, Louisiana 

Hon. Stanwood R. Duval, Jr. (Vice Chair)
Of Counsel 
Duval, Funderburk, Sundbery, 
Richard & Watkins APLC 
Houma, Louisiana

John A. Nolan (Treasurer) 
John A. Nolan, CPA LLC 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

Ileana Ortiz (Secretary)
Associate Director, Equity at Work 
Beloved Community
New Orleans, Louisiana 

Tara Allegra Adams
Social Impact Consultant  
New Orleans, Louisiana 

Royce Duplessis
Attorney
Duplessis Law Firm, LLC
State Representative 
District 9 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

Verity Gentry 
Attorney & Founder 
The Law Office of Verity Gentry, LLC 
Shreveport, Louisiana 

Robert Jones 
Exoneree & Former IPNO Client
Director of Community Outreach 
Orleans Public Defenders (OPD)
Founder & Co-Director
Free-Dem Foundations 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

Darrel J. Papillion 
Shareholder
Walters Papillion Thomas Cullens, LLC 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Avery Pardee
Partner 
Jones Walker, LLP
New Orleans, Louisiana

Herschel E. Richard, Jr. 
Of Counsel 
Cook Yancey King & Galloway, PLC
Shreveport, Louisiana 

Takema M. Robinson 
Founder & CEO 
Converge Consulting
New Orleans, Louisiana

Michael W. Magner
Partner
Jones Walker LLP
New Orleans, Louisiana

Donald W. Washington 
Director 
U.S. Marshals Service
Washington, D.C.

Emeritus Members

This newsletter reports on IPNO’s activities in and out 
of court so that our supporters and members of the 
public may understand what we do. Any information 
about an open case that is contained in this newsletter 
is also contained in the public court record of the case. 
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friends, 

In the fall of 2000, Emily Bolton applied for a postgraduate 
legal fellowship from the National Association of Public 
Interest Law (NAPIL), now known as Equal Justice Works 
(EJW). In her application, Emily Bolton wrote about the 
170 imprisoned men who had died at Angola from 1993 
to 2000 and how they are buried at the cemetery at Point 
Lookout at Angola with tombstones that do not bear their 
names, just their prison numbers. These life-sentenced 
individuals had no right to post-conviction counsel, so no 
chance at freedom. Even in death, their bodies lie within 
prison grounds.  

Her work with the Louisiana Crisis Assistance Center as an 
investigator on capital cases informed the dire necessity 
of her NAPIL proposal. When she and her team won by 
getting a death sentence changed to a life sentence, it was 
bittersweet because life without parole was still a death-
in-prison sentence. She did not downplay the urgency and importance of preventing state sanctioned 
execution of its citizens, but believed many of her life-sentenced clients deserved a second chance, 
particularly those who never got a real first chance at trial. Her clients were on death row or death-in-prison 
row not because they committed the most atrocious, heinous crimes against humanity but because they 
were poor, Black, illiterate, under-educated and/or mentally ill. They received the most severe punishments 
possible because they were invisible. 

Emily Bolton set an ambitious goal for her two-year fellowship: “to achieve the release or sentence reduction 
of up to 20 indigent inmates serving life sentences on fraudulent or fragile convictions.” She learned quickly 
the criminal legal system’s fixation with finality, resistance to correction and undoing of past harms, and 
the effectiveness of the procedural minefield designed to delay and even prevent meaningful review of 
troubling convictions.
Emily Bolton’s fellowship was the beginning of IPNO. On May 1, 2001, IPNO was incorporated as a 

nonprofit legal office representing life-
sentenced, innocent people in prison, and 
we exonerated our first client—Dwight 
Labran— seven months and nine days later 
on December 10, 2001. He was convicted 
based on an unreliable single eyewitness 
whose true identity and the benefits he 
received from the state for his cooperation 
were never revealed to Mr. Labran. What 
is extraordinary about Mr. Labran’s case 
is how prosecutorial misconduct that put 
lives and freedom at jeopardy was actually 
quite ordinary, pervasive and accepted. 

For 20 years, IPNO has persisted to help 
make the invisible visible. We have freed 39 
innocent individuals who were sentenced 

to death-in-prison sentences and collectively spent more than 922 years in prison. 

For the next 20 years, IPNO will continue to make the invisible visible but in doing so, we will also 
tell uncomfortable truths about our history of racial oppression and how it has shaped our systems, 
institutions, relationships, prejudices and biases. We have proudly embraced a broader mission statement 
this year—our 20th Anniversary year—because we know we can be more and must do more in order to seek 
justice and equity in our criminal legal system that disproportionately touches and harms Black and Brown 
people, poor people, under-educated people, and people with cognitive disabilities and mental illnesses.

In the last three years, we have thoughtfully and strategically expanded our reach to breathe life into our 
new mission. Through our Unjust Punishment Project, we are freeing forgotten individuals sentenced to 
cruel and excessive sentences for crimes where no person was physically harmed. UPP freed Guy Frank who 
spent 20 years in prison for stealing two shirts from Saks 5th Avenue, Fate Winslow after 12 years of a life 
sentence for acting as a runner between the seller and the buyer of two marijuana cigarettes, and Emanuel 

Jee Park 
IPNO Executive Director

Founding Director Emily Bolton
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from the executive director

Randall, incarcerated for 15 years for having .12 
grams of cocaine.

Through our Client Services Division, we are 
providing holistic, wraparound support services to 
each and every one of our freed clients so that they 
are living in secure homes, receiving job training, 
earning a living wage, have access to medical care 
and mental health counseling, have appropriate 
clothing, food, medication, and that their other 
immediate and longer-term needs are met. 

Through Louisiana Law Enforcement Accountability 
Database (LLEAD), we are building a publicly available 
database tracking law enforcement misconduct in 

Louisiana so that every Louisianan can know who is policing their streets and neighborhoods with a 
mission to keep them safe and whether or not they are actually doing so. 
Through our Wrongful Conviction Clinic at LSU Paul M. Hebert Law Center, we are educating the future 
legal minds and civic leaders of Louisiana about the many ways our criminal legal system can fail and cause 
harm, and how to imagine and rebuild a different, more fair and just system. 

Through our policy initiatives, we are mandating the use of evidence-based, best practices by law 
enforcement to achieve accurate and fair convictions, recognizing the dignity of innocent, exonerated 
individuals and their families harmed by state misconduct and failures, and creating new legal pathways 
for relief from unjust convictions and sentences. 

All of IPNO’s work is possible because of you. Because of your commitment to freedom, justice, and equity, 
we are able to do what we do. I am deeply grateful for your faith and trust that IPNO can be more and do 
more. The kindness and generosity of supporters like you keep the talented, dedicated and fierce staff of 
IPNO nourished and ready to battle the many challenges that lie ahead for freedom, justice and equity. 

Onward, 

IPNO frees innocent people sentenced to life in prison and 

those serving unjust sentences. We recognize the root causes 

of wrongful convictions and unjust sentences as systemic 

racism and inequities. We work to expose and address these 

root causes by sharing our clients’ stories in court, the 

legislature, the community and the media. We support our 

clients living well and fully in the world after their 

release.

Emily Bolton (center) with IPNO clients Greg Bright (left) and Earl Truvia (right)

MISSION:
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COVER STORY

Mr. Ballard was convicted of being a third perpetrator of a two-person crime. Two men broke into an 
elderly lady’s house and raped her. These two men’s DNA were located at the scene. ADA Glenn Diaz 
however told the jury that the crime was perpetrated by three men and withheld from Mr. Ballard’s 
trial counsel that the victim and other witnesses had all described seeing only two perpetrators. 
The current DA initially opposed Mr. Ballard’s release, but, after IPNO secured a published opinion 
from the court of appeal that described the injustice suffered by Mr. Ballard and mandated that he 
get his day in court, the DA vacated his conviction. Mr. Ballard was wrongly imprisoned for 23 years. 

Kaliegh Smith was exonerated on June 14, 2021 from Orleans Parish. The only witness who claimed 
to see Mr. Smith shoot the victim received secret financial benefits from the Orleans Parish District 
Attorney’s office (OPDA) which the lead prosecutor—Myles Ranier—knew about but chose not to 
disclose to trial counsel. IPNO discovered proof of this by suing the then-district attorney under the 
Public Records Act in 2020. Additionally, three different witnesses pointed law enforcement to a 
hitman who matched the description of the perpetrator, but this was also hidden from Mr. Smith’s 
trial lawyers, and male DNA that was not from Mr. Smith was found where the perpetrator had 
grabbed the victim’s t-shirt during a struggle with the victim. When the evidence of innocence was 
presented to OPDA, they agreed to vacate his conviction due to prosecutorial misconduct. 

Guy Frank was convicted of theft of two shirts which he attempted to take out of Saks Fifth Avenue 
in September 2000. Even though the shirts were immediately returned and he had never been 
convicted of anything but petty theft and possession of drugs, and today that crime would have 
been a misdemeanor, Mr. Frank was given a sentence of 23 -years in prison. Unfortunately, he had 
already served more than 20 years when he was contacted by IPNO’s Unjust Punishment Project 
this spring. Thankfully, the UPP team was able to move quickly to secure his release: OPDA agreed 
that his sentence was egregious and worked with IPNO to have him re-sentenced immediately to 
time served. While Mr. Frank, now 68, is happily reunited with his family in New Orleans, during the 
two decades he served in prison he lost eleven family members, including his parents and some of 
his  siblings. 

IPNO Frees Six Men

Darvin Castro Santos Alonzo Allen (right)
and his brother 
Claude Allen

Guy Frank

Emanuel Randall Kaliegh Smith (center)
and IPNO Staff

Jarvis Ballard (right)
and friend Jerome Morgan
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s 2021 brought much change to IPNO. We said goodbye to Angélique Thomas, our inaugural social 

worker for our Client Services Division, Kia Hall Hayes, staff attorney of eight years, Devon Geyelin, 
an investigator, and Claire Singer, Avodah Fellow.  We also welcomed many new staff members: 
UPP Program Coordinator Gwen Dilworth, Staff Attorneys Zac Crawford and Lauren Sapp, Re-
Entry Coach Ed Johnson, Client Advocate Division Supervisor Virginia White, Operations Manager 
Ceisha James-Hayes, and Staff Investigator Marc Kalani. 

Our Client Services Division welcomed two masters of social work interns from Tulane who have 
augmented the number of critical services provided to clients: Abbie Sussman and Sam Kaufman. 

Speaking of our amazing staff, Legal Director Richard Davis got a spot in the Gambit’s 40 Under 40 
issue – a nod to his accomplishments at IPNO over the past 16 years – true dedication!

Client Malcolm Alexander also enjoyed the spotlight with a glossy article in the American Kennel 
Club highlighting his incredible relationship with his dog, “Inn”, short for Innocence. 

Greg Bright, one of IPNO’s first clients, received the National Performance Network’s 2021 
Southern Artists for Social Change grant to help support his painting. Congratulations, Greg! 

We are so proud that Executive Director Jee Park was recognized with the Camille Gravel 
Pro-Bono/Public Service Award from the New Orleans Chapter of the Federal Bar Association. 

Photographer Jason Kerzinski spent months taking portraits of 12 of IPNO’s clients and asked 
each of them the question, “What does freedom mean to you?” Their portraits and their personal 
definitions of freedom were published in the Scalawag Magazine. 

cover story • ipnotes 

George Toca by Jason Kerzinski for Scalawag Magazine

Emanuel Randall was also released this spring, but only after serving an excessive sentence for a 
petty drug crime. In 2006, a police officer stopped Mr. Randall for a municipal violation and searched 
his clothing, finding  0.12 grams of cocaine in his pocket. Mr. Randall was convicted of possession of 
cocaine, a felony no matter how small the amount of cocaine, and was given a life sentence under 
Louisiana’s multiple offender law. IPNO’s UPP team persuaded OPDA to review his sentence and 
prosecutors agreed that Mr. Randall had served more than enough time in prison. He was released 
in April but lost nearly 15 years of his life to incarceration for carrying around a tiny amount of drugs.

Finally, Alonzo Allen walked out of prison on October 14, after serving ten years in prison for drug-
related offenses. Mr. Allen, who is now 58, had a decades-long drug addiction that led him to many 
encounters with the law. When he received a 40-year sentence in 2011, he believed that he would 
spend the remainder of his life in prison. The UPP team was able to fix a problem with his sentence 
that had prohibited him from being considered for parole and then represented him before the 
parole board. 

The parole board members praised Mr. Allen for his commitment to rehabilitative programming, 
his good conduct record, his thoughtful reflection on the addiction that led him to prison, and his 
sound re-entry plan. They voted unanimously to release him. Mr. Allen will now be able to live the 
remainder of his life peacefully with his siblings in Texas as a free person—something that until 
recently he never imagined possible. 
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SPOTLIGHTS
Welcome to Town Ngombo Café 
and Sanctuary 

ORGANIZATIONAL SPOTLIGHT

Former IPNO clients and exonerees Jerome Morgan 
and Robert Jones launched their latest venture to 
support the community, Ngombo Café and Sanctuary, 
under Free-Dem Foundations in September 2021. 
Ngombo Café is adjacent to the former Resurrection 
After Exoneration House started by late exoneree 
John Thompson.  Jerome and Robert reflect: “John 
Thompson is one of our heroes and we wanted to 
honor his legacy in using this space. Since his passing 
we’ve seen it as our obligation to continue his legacy 
by providing a space for entrepreneurship and other 
transitional services for formerly incarcerated people, 
especially those who are wrongly incarcerated.” 

Ngombo Café is a healing space created by exonerees, 
artists, and activists that serves plant-based food from 
its takeout style window, while training and mentoring 
young people in food service and entrepreneurship. 
The beautiful garden in the back serves as an outdoor 
eating zone, altar space to architects of the prison 
abolition movement like Herman Wallace of the 
Angola Three, growing grounds for the foods that are 
cooked, and a space for reflection and community-
building. During Hurricane Ida, Jerome and Robert 
and their partners Christin Wagner and Jackie 
Summell of Solitary Gardens turned Ngombo Café into 
a mutual aid station, which they will do once a month 
to support the community by distributing free food, 
herbal medicines and more. 

Huge congratulations to Jerome and Robert! We look 
forward to stopping by for a moment of reflection and 
some tasty food.

Takema Robinson, Member of 
IPNO’s Board of Directors

SUPPORTER SPOTLIGHT

I am the founder and the CEO of Converge 
Consulting. Our mission and purpose is 
to accelerate the creation of a radically 

L to R: Robert Jones, Jackie Summell, Christin Wagner and Jerome Morgan

“just new world where communities of color thrive. 
I founded Converge in 2016 to fill a hole in the 
ecosystem of movement organizations in the Deep 
South, particularly a consulting firm that could provide 
strategy consulting to movement work in the region. I 
joined IPNO’s board because I was getting more and 
more involved in criminal legal reform and I really 
wanted to contribute to an organization at a board 
level. I wanted to deepen my understanding of not just 
the movement work but also the organizational work 
that was required for organizations like IPNO to exist. 

I’m constantly inspired by my fellow board member 
Robert Jones and I think it has been his story and 
having the privilege of sitting next to him in these 
spaces that continue to inspire me: to see what he has 
done with his life and how he’s impacting others’ lives. 
When I look up in the middle of a board meeting, he 
is part of the reason why I choose to be here. I’m also 
inspired by a lot of my own family history in terms of 
being impacted by criminal legal reform, so that is 
another part of what inspires me to work with IPNO. 

What has struck me is how we are beginning to expand 
our notion of innocence work. I am so inspired by 
how the organization is deepening its own racial and 
social justice commitments by looking at the overall 
injustice of the system. I have been inspired by the 
way the staff is leading on those issues. I see IPNO’s 
work as being part of the tip of the sword of the next 
generation of social and racial justice movement and I 
see IPNO taking a stance. I think as IPNO models what 
it means to evolve as an organization, expanding its 
vision beyond innocence into injustice, the fullness 
of injustice, I’m extremely excited about what that 
means for our next chapter and the next 20 years of 
our existence and the leadership we are going to bring 
to the field.

Takema Robinson, IPNO Board of Directors

spotlights

”
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IN MEMORIAM
IPNO is sad to report the passing of two of our clients.

IPNO hosted our first major fundraiser in 
Lafayette, Louisiana—Wine & Dine for Justice—
in May to celebrate three important milestones: 
our 20th anniversary, the 70th birthday of our 
incredible and dedicated board chair Frank 
Neuner, and former client Jerome Morgan’s 
five year exoneration anniversary at La Pizzeria 
in Lafayette. It was a powerful, inspiring and 
delightfully fun night! 
 
World famous Lafayette native artist Francis Pavy 
painted a special piece, Waiting to Fly Free, to be 
auctioned off at the event. Baton Rouge native 
artist Becky Gottsegen created a bust of Jerome 
that was presented to him for his anniversary, 
and Mr. Neuner’s gifted granddaughter Mary-
Charlotte donated a gorgeous watercolor 
painting of a horse that ignited a bidding 
war. Conrad Comeaux delighted us as the live 
auctioneer, cajoling the guests to give generously 
and then some for justice. 
 
We extend our gratitude to Mr. Neuner for 
his many years of dedication to IPNO, to our 
former clients Robert Jones, Jerome Morgan 
and Don Degruy for joining us, Sweet Cecilia for 
their fabulous music, and La Pizzeria for their 
hospitality.

Fate Winslow

Eric Isaac

in memoriam • ipno goes to lafayette

Photo courtesy of Louisiana Parole Project

IPNO GOES TO
LAFAYETTE

Frank Neuner and Jerome Morgan

(L to R) Madison Arceneaux, Libra LaGrone Pealer, Robert Jones, Jerome Morgan

Fate Winslow was tragically killed on May 4th in a 
triple shooting in Shreveport, Louisiana, less than 
five months after his release. Due to Louisiana’s 
racially biased and draconian habitual offender 
law, Fate spent 12 years at Angola on a life sentence 
for delivering $20 of marijuana to an undercover 
police officer from a seller.  We are honored to have 
worked to bring some semblance of justice to Fate, 
and devastated that he got to experience so little of 
the liberty he was waiting for. We will remember his 
kindness, his love of cars, his deep, joyful laugh, and 
his passion for life, despite the cruel injustice done to 
him.

On May 19th, Eric Isaac passed away of natural causes 
unexpectedly at his home, less than three months 
after he regained his freedom. Eric spent 24 years, 4 
months, and 23 days in prison. He was arrested for 
selling one rock of cocaine to an undercover police 
officer, and a non-unanimous jury found him guilty. 
Because of Louisiana’s habitual offender law, he 
was sentenced to life in prison. In the short three 
months he was home, Eric got to meet his grandson, 
spent time with his kids, ate in restaurants, worked 
at a job, bought a car and rented an apartment. We 
will remember Eric for his sharp sense of humor, his 
caring heart, his deep love for his children and his 
loud and joyful laugh.
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The Unjust Punishment Project (UPP) litigates excessive sentencing cases in post-conviction. 

Shannon Ferguson, 61, is serving a 60-year sentence for possessing .03 grams—a speck—
of crack cocaine. He has already been in prison for a decade. Mr. Ferguson, who was prosecuted in St. 
Mary Parish, willingly represented himself at trial, but requested a lawyer for sentencing and was never 
given one. At the sentencing hearing, he didn’t know what to do to help himself. Mr. Ferguson never gave 
the judge any information that might have persuaded him to impose a lower sentence, like Mr. Ferguson’s 
documented mental health history, substance abuse disorder, or the fact that he had served his country in 
the military. The judge sentenced Mr. Ferguson to 60 years—an effective life sentence. While Mr. Ferguson 
has since tried on his own to challenge his sentence as excessive, courts have told him that he cannot 
because he didn’t file the right motions after he was sentenced, as a lawyer would have known to do.

Tyrone Mitchell, 50, is serving a life sentence for selling .28 grams of cocaine to an undercover 
officer in 2010 even though he has never committed a violent crime. His attorney in Vermilion Parish did 
nothing to prevent the judge from giving Mr. Mitchell that sentence by objecting, by filing motions to allow 
Mr. Mitchell to appeal, or by offering any evidence about why Mr. Mitchell didn’t deserve a life sentence. 
The judge never heard that Mr. Mitchell was a lifelong member of his church; that he was a dedicated 
father to his children; that he had a steady work history of fixing and detailing cars and was trusted by law 
enforcement to do so; that he had suffered from substance abuse that had been particularly bad after the 
loss of his mother; nor that he had a supportive family who would embrace his return to the community. Mr. 
Mitchell was sentenced to live every day of the rest of his life at Angola with no recourse on appeal because 
he had a lawyer who did not do what the constitution requires.

IPNO filed these petitions in late July and hopes to win reduced sentences for Mr. Ferguson and Mr. Mitchell 
that will allow them to be released as soon as possible.

Cheri Hayden In April, the Louisiana Supreme Court ordered that the district court must hold 
a hearing to consider all the evidence that IPNO had presented that shows Ms. Hayden is innocent and 
her trial was unconstitutional. IPNO first presented evidence of Ms. Hayden’s innocence in 2018, but the 
district court declined to consider the post-conviction application on procedural grounds and the court 
of appeal left this decision in place. While this litigation was going on, IPNO continued investigating the 
case and found even more evidence confirming Ms. Hayden’s innocence. While this newest evidence was 
before the district court in a new post-conviction application, the Louisiana Supreme Court ruled that the 
district court erred in not considering the 2018 filing, and Ms. Hayden will now receive a hearing on all the 
evidence. IPNO has strong evidence showing how another woman actually committed the crime for which 
Ms. Hayden is wrongly convicted, and how the State’s lone, star witness at trial was pressured to positively 
identify Ms. Hayden. This hearing was set for early September, but has been delayed due to Hurricane Ida.

C
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case notes

Cheri Hayden and her two grandchildren
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IPNO Staff Files Bar Complaints Against Prosecutors

This summer, Kaliegh Smith was exonerated after 13 ½ years in prison. He was only convicted because of 
prosecutorial misconduct. Based on the evidence uncovered during IPNO’s representation of him, his attorneys 
filed bar complaints against four of the prosecutors that personally committed documented misconduct. Myles 
Ranier was the lead prosecutor at Mr. Smith’s trial. He knew of significant evidence that would have helped Mr. 
Smith’s defense, including that his office was secretly giving financial assistance to the prosecution’s crucial 
witness, but chose not to disclose this. He even falsely claimed to the court that his office had an attorney-
client relationship with the witness. Two senior lawyers—Donna Andrieu and Robert Freemen—oversaw 
and participated in the trial misconduct. A fourth lawyer, Andrew Pickett, committed misconduct post-trial 
which delayed the trial misconduct from coming to light. The four complaints are currently with the Office of 
Disciplinary Counsel, which has the duty to investigate and prosecute professional misconduct by attorneys, but 
unfortunately has a history of carrying out their duty without much vigor. 

Two Exonerees Fight for Compensation

This summer, IPNO conducted two hearings seeking compensation for wrongfully convicted clients. In both 
cases, the district court judges denied compensation to IPNO’s clients. In one case the judge did not consider 
DNA evidence of the client’s innocence because the tested evidence had not been used as part of the original 
trial, even though the trial had occurred decades before forensic DNA testing existed. In the other case, the judge 
ruled clear evidence of someone else having committed the crime was outweighed by a single questionable 
eyewitness identification by a witness who was equivocal at the time. IPNO is appealing both these cases and still 
hopes that it will secure compensation for its clients.

The LSU Wrongful Conviction Clinic Gets to Work

This semester, IPNO’s Wrongful Conviction Clinic at the LSU Paul M. Herbert Law Center got to work. The 
inaugural class of six third year law students were sworn in as Rule XX student practitioners by IPNO exoneree 
Jerome Morgan. In addition to swearing in the students, Mr. Morgan spent two hours talking with them about his 
childhood in Pontchartrain Park, his experience of being wrongfully convicted and then exonerated, the work 
he has been doing since his release as an advocate and guide for young people in New Orleans, and the role 
of racism in the criminal legal system as a whole. Mr. Morgan even led the students in a quiz about wrongful 
convictions in Louisiana.

Following this inspirational swearing in, the clinical students have met with their potential clients and are at 
work gathering records and ferreting out DNA testable evidence in cases from around the state.  One student 
was inspired to register for the Clinic after learning about Curtis Flowers’ wrongful conviction from the popular 
podcast In the Dark. Another student interned for a public defender’s office and wanted to learn more about 
how a conviction can be undone after appeals are completed. We look forward to continuing this work with LSU 
students. 

case notes

Jerome Morgan with IPNO Staff and LSU’s WCC students
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On June 14, 2021, Governor Edwards signed into law Act 257 which increases the wrongful conviction 
compensation for innocent exonerees in Louisiana from $25,000 per year to $40,000 per year. The new law 
maintains the ten-year cap for compensation payments, disregarding the fact that most exonerees are 
wrongfully convicted and imprisoned well over 10 years; however, the increase in the total amount of payment 
available to innocent exonerees from $250,000 to $400,000 provides needed relief to all Louisiana exonerees who 
qualify for wrongful conviction compensation due to its retroactive application.  State Representative Joe Marino 
sponsored this legislation and zealously fought for its passage.  

As the bill made its way through the Louisiana House and Senate, budgetary concerns had to be addressed, 
votes needed to be won, and critical negotiations were made by Rep. Marino with State Senators Cameron Henry, 
Jimmy Harris, and Regina Barrows’ support.  

Many of IPNO’s clients—Jerome Morgan, Archie Williams, Wilbert Jones, Glenn Davis, Greg Bright, Anthony 
Johnson, Larry Delmore, Robert Jones—appeared before the various committees and spoke with many 
legislators about the need for the increase and how this bill will directly impact their lives. Louisiana continues to 
lag behind our sister states—MS, AL, and TX—in the amount of wrongful conviction compensation to exonerees, 
but Act 257 was a significant step in the right direction. It took two years of public engagement, strategic 
advocacy and one-on-one meetings with stakeholders to make this gain possible, and we will continue to fight 
for our clients’ dignity. 

Additionally, IPNO was successful in amending Louisiana’s post-conviction statute in a historically significant way 
by establishing a first ever, free-standing innocence claim in Louisiana law, and by providing needed discretion 
to prosecutors, defenders and judges to collectively revisit troubling convictions and excessive sentences to 
negotiate different, more just outcomes. This law, Act 104, was carried by Senator Gary Smith. IPNO and the 
Louisiana District Attorney’s Association (LDAA) worked together for well over a year to carefully draft then redraft 
this legislation. It is far from perfect, but a negotiated piece of legislation with the potential to free many people 
from prison. 

Under Act 104, imprisoned individuals with freestanding innocence claims that may be procedurally barred have 
until the end of 2022 to file their claims anew. Also, Act 104 has been instrumental in providing district attorneys 
with progressive agendas to revisit extreme sentences, particularly those meted under Louisiana’s draconian 
habitual offender law, and convictions based on non-unanimous jury verdicts with a clear legal pathway to do so. 

Clockwise from left: Jerome Morgan, Larry Delmore, Glenn 
Davis, Robert Jones, Doug Dilosa, Anthony Johnson and 

Wilbert Jones

ADVOCACY WINS
advocacy wins
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IPNO STAFF
ipno staff

Without our staff, our work would be incomplete. We appreciate our team’s dedication to our 
clients, justice, and freedom. 

Meredith Angelson

Charell Arnold

Zac Crawford

Huy Dao

Richard Davis

Ayyub Ibrahim

John Collins

Gwen Dilworth

Cat Forrester

Kiah Howard

Ceisha James-Hayes

Edward Johnson

Jee Park

Libra LaGrone Pealer

Jack Largess

Virginia White

Marc Kalani

Kirschelle McGowan

Caitlin Newswanger

Lauren Sapp

Director of Special 
Projects

Case Development 
Supervisor

Law Fellow, 
Unjust Punishment Project

Staff Attorney

Case Manager

Legal Director

Program Coordinator, 
Unjust Punishment Project

Director of Operations 
& Communications

Senior Investigation

Research Associate

Operations Manager

Re-entry Coach

Staff Investigator

Executive Director

Director of Development

Staff Investigator

Staff Attorney

Fingerprint Law Fellow

Staff Attorney

Client Services 
Specialist
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THANK YOU
IPNO thanks its recent donors, especially our sustaining donors and those who have given more than $200.

Support received between January 15th and October 14th 2021.
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Alana Cassell
Alfredo Kemm
Amelia White
Andrea Caillouet
Angela Larson
Angelique Thomas and Eric Layer 
Anneshia Booker
Annie Nowak
Ariel Debin
Ashley Reeb
Barry Gerharz and Tracey Patterson 
Beth Robinson and Scott Williams 
Betsy Schaper and Bill Bronson 
Blake Chazan
Bonnie Lewis
Brenda L. Youngblood
Brendan S. Isham
Brent Bartholomew
Caitlyn Silhan
Caren von Hippel
Carmen Meeks
Carmie Lois Chatters
Carole Landry
Cat Forrester
Catherine Forrester
Charles Caine
Charles Monastra
Charles Ziff
Charlotte Pattison
Chauncey Arnold
Cheryl Tate Santa Cruze
Chris Walker
Christal Badour
Christopher Hines
Clara Buenzow
Commelita McKee
Courtni Burleson
Cristin Ebert
Crystal Charnock
Dana Dupre
Daniel Lawton
Darla Wexstten
David Olasky
Deana Ridgway
Denise Hollings-Keating
Dirk Margheim
Donghui Zhang
Duane Hollis
Elaine Webb
Elisa Espiritu
Elizabeth Brant
Elizabeth Pearce and Harold Domingue 
Emily Saltzman
Erin Bannister
Finley Yuttayong
Frances Gray
Francine LaMothe
Gabriella Arroyo
Glenda Oliver
Glenda Olivier
Gregory Reggie
Hannah Knipp
Harita Koya
Hayley Fritchie
Heidi Schwegmann
Jamie Gontarek
Jamie Gontarek
Jane Bickford
Janet Wilson
Janice Johnson
Janice Winter
Jean R. Bruder
Jeane Derouen
Jen Vitry 
Jennie Moctezuma
Jennifer Vitry
Joan Bechtold
Joanna Tomassoni
John Fulton
Joleen Dacula
Jonathan Small

KAREN Boudrie
Karen Phillips
Karen Shaya
Kari Swearingen
Kate and Dick Jensen
Katie Lott
Kayla Lott
Keely and Joey Sawyer
Kevin MacCurdy
Kim Longinotto
Kimberly O’Keefe Morgenstern
Kimberly Wares
Kristin Wenstrom and Nicolas O’Connell 
Kyle Spector
Larry Young
LaToya Stewart
Lee Domingue
Leigh Ann Arcuri
Leona Kotowich
Lorey Flick
Lourdes Burke
M. Martha Woody
Marcy and Norman Olson 
Marquest J. Meeks
Meagan Baccinelli
Megan Walther
Meghan Mekita
Michael Abram
Michael Zeininger
Missy Kroninger
Molly Smith
Morel and Jeff Alexander
Mr. William Armstead Jr.
NANCY TOLBERT
Nancy Tran
Noelie Alito
Orlando Rodriguez
Paula Tomczak
Peter Breen
Phillip McClure
Rachelle Robinson
Rebecca Martin
Richard Bourke and Christine Lehmann 
Richard Burger
Risa Puno
Rob Weiss and Delia Anderson 
Robert L. Schaff
Robin and Albert Mercer
Royce Duplessis and Krystle Ferbos Duplessis 
Russell Spitzer
Sandra Levick and John Sullivan 
Sang Park
Sarah Lubitz
Sarah OBrien
Sarah Ottinger
Scott Clugstone
Shaik Syasya
Shannon and Gerald Daigle
Shelley Fidler
Sue Lampton
Tanya Hager
Teresa Joshua-Brown
Thelma X. Galvan
Theresa and Gary Proctor
Thomas Dethlefs
Thomas Goebel
Timothy Crowley
Tina Lanciotti
Tina McNaboe
Tracey Patterson and Barry Gerharz 
Valerie Nash
Victoria Pilcher
William A. Hagler
Zia Oatley

Adele George
Alan Appley M.D.
Allan Kaplan
Allison Adler
Allison Freeman
Allyson M Prejean
Andrew Ziegler
Anita Begnaud
Ann Laurent
Ann Nelsen
Arissa Rench
Ashley Woodruff
August Gallo
Barbara J Owens
Barry J Sallinger
Ben L. Mayeaux
Benjamin Phillips
Beth Trotter
Brandon W. Letulier
Brian Richard Stoler
Bronwen and Warren Haskel
C. Lewing
Cat Howton
Catherine Ludlam
Catherine Robbins
Cathi and Francis Pavy
Cecil Hunt
Charles Brandt
Charles Levy
Chaz Roberts 
Christina Guillory
Christina Kirk
Cliffe Laborde
Courtney Martin 
Cynthia Cavnar 
Danah and Paul Fisher
Daniela Rivero Bryant
Danielle Ziff and Ruston Forrester 
Darrel Papillion
David D Daly
Dean Cole
Deborah Coburn
Dee Dee Luke
Dennis Moroni
D’vorah Kost
Elizabeth Futrell
Elizabeth McCartney
Franchesca Acker
Friend Saglimbeni
Gamil Nassar
Gerald Boudreaux
Gerald Paccione
Gwynn and Casius Pealer Jr.
Harley Winer
Harry Moses
Helene and William Cerise and Berg
Henry Bass
Henry Bernstein
Henry C Perret Jr.
J. Gordon Cooney
Jacob Pitts
James Moises
James Parkerson Roy
Jan Heinrichs
Jane Stevens
Janis Gorton
Jason Flom
Jason Prather
Jeanne Breckinridge
Jee Park
Jeffrey Cahn
Jill Cohen
John Cary
John Chappuis
John E. McElligott Jr.
John Keife
John Nolan
John Pope
John Sullivan and Sandra Levick 
Jonathan McElhannon
Joseph and Marie Field Fund
Joseph Vizzini
Juan Manuel Molina
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Judith Owen and Harry Shearer 
Judy Engelberg
Judy Perry Martinez and Renee Martinez 
Julia Spear
Julie and Stephen Ziff
Katherine Snelson
Kathleen Orange
Kelli Kaufman
Kierstin Keyserling
Kim M. Boyle
Kirby Pecot
Larry Kressley
Lauren Folse
Lea Young
Leecie Kennedy
Leslie Langhetee
Libra LaGrone Pealer and Casius H. Pealer, III 
Lily and Annabelle Pavy 
Lyla Crawford-Levis
M Richard Schroeder
M. Greg Stathakis
Maggie Spell
Mark Rochon and Page Kennedy 
Mary and Herschel Richard Jr.
Mary Morrison
Matthew Morrin
Matthew Wilder
Maya Walker
Merilyn Crain
Mike Friedman
Molly Rutledge
Nathan Rothstein
Nelson Taylor
New York Life
O’Neil Green
Onnig Dombalagian
Patria Julnes
Patrick Trahan
Paul Morris
Paul Waterhouse
Pino de Candia
Ralph Stephens
Richard Dieter
Richard Dupont
Richard Wilkof
Robert Daigle
Robert Eddy
Robert Torian
Roger Volodarsky
Rosemary Ryan
Ruth Nix
Ryan Kelley
S. William Livingston
Sallie Gouverneur and John Riley
Samuel Oliver
Sarah Schirmer
Sarah Van Roo
Scott Sternberg
Sean Harris
Sharon Malliett
Sherman A. Scott
Sheryl and David Pealer
Shirley Brilleaux
Steve Milliken
Susan G. Guidry
Susan Rodriguez
T. Rowe Price
Takema Robinson
Tammy Hollier McCormick
Tania Randolph
Tara Allegra Adams
Torie V Theriot
Tracy and Frank X. Neuner Jr.
Virginia Frances Stewart
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Apple
Baptist Community Ministries
Barrel Proof 
Bureau of Justice Assitance
Cisco
Community Foundation for Southeast

Michigan
Courtyard Brewing
Defend New Orleans
DKT Liberty Project 
Foundation for Louisiana 
Greater New Orleans Foundation 
Griff Giving Fund
Irene W. and C.B. Pennington

Foundation 
Jennifer Moses and Stuart Green

Philanthropic Fund
Jewish Communal Fund
John Dias
Keller Family Foundation 
Lakeshore Foundation
Longue Vue House and Gardens Corp.
Louis and Anne Abrons Foundation 
Louisiana Association of United Ways
Louisiana Bar Foundation
Louisiana Public Defender Board 
Louisiana Public Health Forum
Microsoft
Mike and Lynn Catney Foundation Fund
Ms. Lauren Daigle, The Price Fund of

The Community Foundation of 
Middle Tennessee  

Nancy and Virginia Aronson and
Besthoff

Otis
Orbach Foundation 
Overbrook Donor Advised Fund
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Paul M. Hebert Law Center at LSU 
Perez Family Angels of Katrina

Foundation
Pizza Delicious
Ralph E. Ogden Foundation
Rittenberg Family Foundation
Shell Oil Company: Foundation

Matching Gifts
T. Rowe Price
The Domain Properties
The Ella West Freeman Foundation 
The Good Trouble Network
The Keller Family Foundation
The Marcus Fund
The Nathan M. Ohrbach Foundation
The Rice Voelker Fund for Recovery
Thomas-Nyberg Family Foundation
VMware Foundation
Zion Temple Baptist Church
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THANK YOU
IPNO thanks its recent donors, especially our sustaining donors and those who have given more than $200.

Support received between January 15th and October 14th 2021.

Thank you to everyone who 
has given any amount. We 
could not do this work with-
out all of our supporters!
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Please join us on Saturday, December 4th at 

The Broadside to celebrate 

20 YEARS 
of dedication to freedom!

Tickets available at 

tinyurl.com/20thunderthestars
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